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AUTEL Launches New Generation Diagnostic Tool--MaxiSys 

“A new milestone in automotive diagnostics!” 

 

Shenzhen, China (2013-9-30) – Autel today announced a new member, MaxiSys, in its 

diagnostics family. We will launch this new product on October 1st, 2013 globally. 

Designed with the same DNA of our diagnostics family, the MaxiSys is built to offer many of 

the prestigious qualities of the MaxiDas DS708 with extreme ease of use and powerful 

diagnostic performance. However the MaxiSys has evolved far beyond the original 

capabilities.  

 

─ MaxiSys  

 

Utilizing an A9 quad-core 1.40GHz processor, a 9.7 inch LED screen with a resolution of 

1,024 x 768 capacitive touch screen, the revolutionary multitask-capable Android 

Operating System, combined with the best possible coverage of OE-level diagnostics, the 

MaxiSys is the perfect diagnostic solution for shops and technicians who demand 

unrivalled smart technology and smart repairs. 

※ MaxiSys Pro (MaxiSys Display Tablet + J2534 Programming Device) 

※ MaxiSys (MaxiSys Display Tablet + Bluetooth Diagnostic Interface) 

 

─ MaxiSys Mini 

 

Featuring a powerful A9 quad-core chip, beautiful 7.9-inch LED capacitive touch display, 

ultrafast wireless, multitasking mobile operating system, combined with the most extensive 

coverage of OE-level diagnostics, the MaxiSys Mini is the ideal solution to manage your 

repair jobs in one mobile and smarter wireless tool. 

※ MaxiSys Mini (MaxiSys Mini Display Tablet + Bluetooth Diagnostic Interface) 

 
For more information about the new products, please visit www.auteltech.com. Also, we will 
bring them to the AAPEX SHOW at November 5-7, 2013. Please visit our booth at 1267.  
 
For more information about the company, visit www.auteltech.com.  
 
About Autel: 
Located in Shenzhen, China, Autel specializes in development, manufacture and marketing of diagnostic tools, equipment and 

accessories in the automotive aftermarket. Autel's products and services include basic OBDII code readers, full-featured OBDII 

scan tools, videoscopes, special application service tools and comprehensive diagnostic analysis system MaxiDAS. Since our 

foundation, we have been committed to creating maximum long-term value to our customers by providing quality-assured, 

easy-to-use, cost-effective and innovative products and solutions.  For more information, visit www.auteltech.com. 
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